
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1741

Lin Fan arrived at Song’s house, but there was no one to give a good

face, including Song Yuerong.

When everyone saw Lin Fan coming back, a thick hatred suddenly

appeared on their faces:

“This is the wild species that Song Yao gave birth to? He still has the

face to come back!”

“I heard that he was swept out by the Lin family ten years ago. Later he

became a son-in-law in Jiang City. He lived on soft rice. It must have

been very miserable if he wanted to come. So now he wants to curry

favor with our Song family and ask for glory. Rich!”

“Joke! How could my Song family allow a wild species to return? If this

spreads out, where will our Song family’s face be put?”

“Give him some money and let him go. After all, if Song Yao hadn’t

died in the first place, our Song family wouldn’t be able to get such a

large amount of hush money.”

original!

The Song family was an ordinary family at first, and they tried their

best to squeeze her money before Song Yao was alive. However, after

Song Yao died, they took the opportunity to go to the Lin family to cry

two times and hang themselves three times, demanding compensation.

In order to avoid extravagance, the Lin family gave them a generous

hush fee, so that they could not talk about Song Yao’s death and Lin

Fan’s identity.

It is precisely because of this that the Song family has the social status

it is today.

But at this time, the Song family didn’t want to get involved with Lin

Fan. The reason was very simple. One was that they were afraid of

offending the Lin family, and the other was that they actually regarded

Lin Fan as a wild species that corrupted their reputation.

Song Jiasheng was afraid that Lin Fan’s appearance would drag them

down.

And this time!

In the crowd, Song Jingteng frowned, with a deep consternation on his

face.

What’s the matter with Mao Xiaobao?

Didn’t you let them solve this choppy? Why did you let them come

back alive?

“Grandpa!”

Lin Fan walked up to Song Yuerong and shouted.

“Shut up! Do you call me grandpa or grandpa as a wild breeder? My

Song family can’t afford to lose this person!”

Song Jingteng suddenly scolded coldly, looking at Lin Fan in disgust:

“Lin, if you are thinking of acknowledging your ancestors and

returning to your ancestors, I advise you to dispel it.”

“Our Song family will not tolerate the return of a wild species, let alone

a little white face who eats soft rice.”

Lin Fan didn’t speak, but looked at Song Yuerong calmly, waiting for

Song Yuerong’s reply.

Now he just wanted to know what attitude Song Yuerong had.

But Song Yuerong looked indifferent, then took out a check and threw

it on the ground extremely humiliatingly:

“This is five million. Let’s take this money! From now on, you are not

allowed to claim that you are my Song family!”

“I have nothing to do with you!”

Obviously, Song Yuerong didn’t want to be implicated by Lin Fan, and

even more did not want to be laughed at because of Lin Fan’s wild

species.

Lin Fan smiled, he understood everything at this moment.

It turned out that for the Song family, he was just a shame.

“Keep this Qianning, and at the same time, please don’t worry. From

now on, I will have no affiliation with your Song family, and I will

definitely not indulge you!”

As he said, he took Bai Yi’s hand and prepared to leave.

See it!

Song Yuerong breathed a sigh of relief, then sneered.

This kid in front of him is still a little self-aware, knowing that Gao

can’t afford them, will he get out of it?

just!

Seeing Lin Fan about to leave, Song Jingteng yelled:

“Wait! I don’t say you can go!”

Ok?

Lin Fan frowned, turned his head and stared at Song Jingteng, but his

eyes were cold with murderous intent.

But Song Jingteng didn’t care at all, and looked at Bai Yi with an

obscene smile:

“Lin Fan, I fell in love with the girl by your side, let me make a price!”

Lin Fan’s expression was cold, and then he looked at Song Yuerong,

but he saw Song Yuerong’s indifferent face, as if he could hear nothing.

Obviously it acquiesced to Song Jingteng’s behavior!

This move made Lin Fan completely chilled!
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